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0. Introduction. In this paper we study the Cauchy problem for
Schrϋdinger type equations with variable coefficients
1 1 * •*,Lu(t,x) = —dtu(t,x) Σ dχj(g (#)9*A«0+i Z /.*=!
(0.1)
f*(0, #) — tφ?) ,
where g*k(x), b}(x) and c(#) are in ^B°°(Rn). We suppose that
(0.2) gih(x) (j,k= 1, 2, •••, n) are real valued and satisfy gik(x) = gki(x)
and that the uniform ellipticity
with a positive constant δ. First of all, remark that it is impossible to consider
the well posedness of (0.1) in C°°(Rn) space, because (0.1) has an infinite prop-
agation speed (see [10]). Therefore, in the present paper we shall consider the
well posedness of (0.1) in the sense of L2. We denote the set of all L2 valued
continuous functions in fe[0, T\ by £?([0, T];L2). We adopt the following
definition.
DEFINITION 0.1. We say that the Cauchy problem (0.1) is L2 well posed on
[0, Γ0] (Γ0>0) (resp. [Γ0, 0] (Γ0<0)), if the following is valid for each Γe(0, T0]
(resp. [T0, 0)). For any u*(x)<=L2 and any/(f, x) e£?([0, T] L2) (resp. £?([T, 0]
Z/2)) there exists one and only one solution u(t, x) of (0.1) in £?([0, T]; L2) (resp.
* The author was partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research, Ministry of Ed-
ucation.
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In order to make clear the character of the Cauchy problem (0.1) we compare
the following three types of the equations on Rl :
(0.4), 9, u(t, x)-£Ql u+ib(x) Q
x
 u+ic(x) u = f ( t y *)
that is, parabolic equations (£— 1), kowalewskian type equations (£— 0) and
Schrϋdinger type equations (£=i), where b(x)G<B"(Rl) and c(x)G<B~(Rl). For
the parabolic equations (£=1) it is well known that for any b(x) and c(x) the
Cauchy problem is L2 well posed for positive direction in ί, but never L2 well
posed for negative direction. As to kowalewskian type equations (£=0) it is well
posed for positive and also negative directions in t, if and only if Re&(#) is
identically zero. For Schrϋdinger type equations (£=i) the characterization of
5p Reb(θ)dθ\o
remains bounded for all p^R1 ([11], [15], [16]). Thus, we would like to remark
that, in contrast to the parabolic and kowalewskian types, the characterization of
the well posedness of the Cauchy problem for Schrϋdinger type equations can
not be given in a local property, but in a global property of the coefficients.
The results on the above special Schrϋdinger type equations can be ex-
tended to the equations whose g'k(x) are all constants ([4], [5], [11], [16], [17]).
In the present paper we study the general equations with variable coefficients
gik(x). In order to state our theorem we introduce the classical orbit of (0.1).
Set
(0.5) H(x,p) = ±-±g>'k(x)pjPk
^ J »« — 1
and let (X(t, x,p)> P(t, x,p)) be the solutions of
v.r> <>,*=,, 2, ..,„).
< (X,P) I, -. = (*,«.
H(x,p) and (X(t, x,p), P(t, x,p}} are called the Hamiltonian function of (0.1)
and the classical orbit of (0.1) respectively. Our theorem is as follows:
Theorem. It is necessary for (0.1) to be L2 well posed on [0, T0] or [T0, 0]
for a Γ0ΦO that the inequality
(0.7) sup I Σ Γ Re V(X(Θ, x, p)) P/0, x, p) dθ \ < oo
C*,ί)eR2n,pe=R j=ι Jo
holds.
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REMARK 0.1. If z\\gik(x) are constant, Theorem accords with results which
had been obtained before.
Now, the inequality (0.7) has a geometrical interpretation as follows. We
n
shall introduce in R" a Riemannian metric g
x
ζY, Zy= Σ £,-/#) Yi ZJ(Y— Σ
Y* 9*., Z= Σ %' 9*, G TXR"), where (&/#); Ji 1, 2, —, «) is the inverse matrix of
(g'*(x)l ί'i 1> 2, •••, n). We denote this Riemannian manifold by M. Let ω be a
one form on M defined by
(0.8) ω( Y) = g
x
< Y, Σ Re V(x) d
x
 .> (Ye Γ, M),
that is,
(0.8)' ω - Σ Re b\x) gjk(x) dxk .
If we use the above notations, Theorem may be rewritten as follows:
Theorem'. It is necessary for (0.1) to be L2 well posed on [0, T0] or [T0, 0]
for a TQ =)=0 that the inequality
(0.7)' sup|ί ω|<oo
•yer Jγ
holds, where Γ w ώtf family of all geodesies on M.
REMARK 0.2. In [6] we shall study the Cauchy problem for Schrϋdinger
type equations on a Riemannian manifold without boundary.
REMARK 0.3. In section 4 we shall consider the Cauchy problem (0.1)
whose g'k(x) do not satisfy the uniform ellipticity (0.3) (Theorem 4.3).
Now, we explain the ideas of the proof of Theorem. We shall prove it
by contradiction. We make a change of a variable from t to τ=\t with a large
parameter λ>l. Then, using (0.5), (0.1) is written in the form
sλ Rίλ)-1 Θ
r
+H(x, (i\Γ ΘJ
«(τ/λ,Λ?)=/(τ/λ,Λ?),
If the Cauchy problem (0.1) is L2 well posed on [0, Γ0], the Cauchy problem for
the equation
(0.9) £χ*λ(τ,*)=Λ(τ,*)
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is also L2 well posed on [0, λT0]. So, we obtain a priori estimate of the Cauchy
problem for (0.9). Next, if we assume that (0.7) is not valid, we can take a
/0>0 and a point (x°,p°)&R2n such that
(0.10) Σ Re V(X(Θ, *°, p*)) P/0, A p») dθ>log C(T0) .
Here, C(T0)>1 is a constant determined from the L2 well posedness of (0.1)
on [0, T0] (see Lemma 3.1). Then, we can construct asymptotic solutions vλ(τy x)
of (0.9) on the interval [0, t0] having ZΛestimates which contradict the a priori
estimate of the Cauchy problem for (0.9) derived from the L2 well posedness
on [0, ίj.
We note that the above t
Ό
 may be very large. So, we must construct on
the global interval [0, t0] asymptotic solutions of (0.9). We would like to remark
that such a construction is in contrast with the one for the study of hyperbolic
equations (c.f. [9]). As it will be shown in the appendix, the fact we would
like to emphasize is that if at least one of gik(x) (j, k=l, 2, •••, n) is not constant,
in almost cases the Hamilton- Jacobi equation
has no smooth solution on the global interval [0, ί0]. It seems to us that this
fact has obstructed the progress of the study for (0.1) with variable coefficients
g}k(x). Of course, if all gik(x) are constant, we can construct asymptotic solutions
of (0.9) on [0, ίj via the form eiλφ(τ x^^0(x)+(i\)'1^l(x)+^4 by using the
solution Φ(τ, x) of the Hamilton- Jacobi equation.
To avoid the above obstruction, wre shall use the Maslov method originally
due to [8]. For the proof of our theorem it is necessary to estimate asymptotic
solutions v
λ
(τ, x) of (0.9) by the L2-norm on Rn
x
 for each τEE[0, £0] and also to
estimate on [0, tQ] the remainder terms by the ZΛnorm on R". In [8] the re-
mainder terms are estimated only on the compact sets in Rr^1. Hence, in the
present paper the modifications of [8] are necessary mainly in the following two
aspects. First, we shall consider not a Lagrangian manifold in Rτ^ε]p (E denotes
the dual variable of r), but a family of Lagrangian manifolds in R2X"P with a
parameter re [0, ί0]. Secondly, we shall estimate the remainder terms not on the
compact set in R?*
x
l> but on [0, tQ]xRχ by the ZΛnorm.
The plan of the present paper is as follows. Theorem and Theorem' will
be proved in section 3. The main results on the Maslov method will be stated
in section 3 (Proposition 3.4) and will be proved in section 4. Sections 1 and
2 are devoted to the preliminaries for sections 3 and 4.
The author wishes to express his sincere gratitude for their advices and
encouragements to Professor M. Ikawa, Professor S. Mizohata, Professor K.
Shinkai and Professor D. Fujiwara.
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1. Pseudo-differential operators with a large parameter λ. Let
(xly •••, xn) andp=(ply •••,/>„) denote the points of Rn and let a=(aly •••, an) be
a multi-index whose components αy are non-negative integers. Then, we use
the usual notations:
, x* = χ"ι χ%», al — ctjl α,,!,
^OS 7ΛΛ.. TΛ05 ^Λ ^
8*y '
Let /£=•&, —, &/} (I<k1<k2< <kl<n) be a subset of the set {1, 2, •••,
n}. We permit that K is empty. For the sake of simplicity we denote the
complementary set of K by K' in the present paper. Then, as in [8] we denote
I If I 7 v fv ... Ύ \ V . < Λ t^"1 V ^>I I — > ίΓ — V Λi > ) kt) > ^K rK — >^ i ^kiJrki >
y=ι J y '
Also, let ^  be another subset of {1, 2, •••, w} and let φ(x) and/y(#) (j— 1, 2,
w) be C°° functions on R*. Then, we denote for f(x)=(f1(x)y •••,/»,(#))
dφ _ /^ Qφ _ 8^ ) ^ 9/ __ ( dfj i | 1, 2, •••,
~~^ I > * * * ) / > — I > . ^ /^
ΛV V ^V OY* / Λ'V V ^Ύ 7 > Ί / •..\Ji\pr ^ y^k t ^ ki \JwJT \JιΛ/l I ' JL, .^/, , -
99 / 89? \ Q2<p
If 1^1 =my —^J-J- denotes the Jacobian determinant.
'D(x
κ
)
Let ίf=ίf(R") be the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing functions on R*.
Following [8], we define the λ-Fourier transformation (3XtXκ^Pκ. u) (xK'>Pκ) over
a part of variables for u(x)^ίf by
(1.1) (λ/2τr)m/2 e-iλxκ'p& u(x) dx
κ
and then, the inverse λ-Fourier transformation (EF^p^^^v) (xKιPκ'} f°r v
is defined by
(1.2) (X/27r)'*l/2 ^^JE u(^) dp
κ
 .
If λ=l, 3!\,x
κ
-*p
κ
 and 3^Pκ^XE. denote the usual partial Fourier and the inverse
Fourier transformations respectively.
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REMARK 1.1. We remark that the definitions (1.1) and (1.2) of the X-
Fourier and the inverse λ-Fourier transformations in the present paper are
slightly different from those in [8]. If we multiply (1.1) and (1.2) by constants
e
-i\κ\«te
 an(j ei\κ\«/ι respectively, we obtain corresponding transformations in
[8]. But, we shall use the same symbols as those in [8].
The following lemma is easily shown from the Plancherel theorem for the
usual Fourier transformation.
Lemma 1.1. Let K be a subset of {1, 2, •••, n}. Then, we get
J \ (%I,XK+PK "i) (XK'> PK) (&*V*XK',K dxκ
= tt^Λ?) u2(x) dx
We introduce for a real m the symbol class Tm(R") of pseudo-differential
operators from [8].
DEFINITION 1.1. Tm(R") denotes the class of all C°° functions h(x,ρ) on
T*R"
x
=Rln>p satisfying
for all multi-indices a and β with constants C
β>|3, where h[p](x, p)=d* D% h(x,p).
We define semi-norms |A|(,M)(/=0, 1, 2, •••) of h(x, p) <Ξ Tm(R?) by
sup «*></»-" Σ I *$(*,*)!.
*,p |a»+β|^/
The λ-pseudo-differential operator h(x, λ"1 D
x
) with a symbol h(x,p)&Tm(R") is
defined by
(1.3) h(x,\-lD
x
)u(x)
= J j *'<*-* '>•* h(x, \~lp] u(x') dx' dp
for u(x)^y, where dp=(2π)~n dp. Next, as in section 2 of chapter 2 in [7], we
shall introduce the class of double symbols.
DEFINITION 1.2. We denote by Tm m'(Rn
x
) the class of all C°° functions
h(x,py x\p') on T*Rln)X,=R*xntptX,tp< satisfying
I *S:#(*. A ,^ PΊ I < c.^.?«x> <p>Γ «*'> <P'>T'
for all multi-indices a, a', β and β' with constant C
β>β'β>β/, where h[%'$''](x,p,x',p')
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We define semi-norms | A | ί l"'>(/=0, 1,2, •••) of h(x,p,x',p')f=Tm-m'(Rl)
by
sup «*></>»- «*'><p'»- ' Σ
The λ-pseudo-differential operator h(x, \~1DX, x'y \~lDxt) with a double symbol
h(x,p, x',p')<=Tm m'(Rn
x
) is defined by
(1 .4) h(x, \~1DXJ x', λ"1^/) φ)
= J J j J
 έ?< (*-*') >+(*'-*/W A(Λ> χ-ι A *', \-lp')u(x"}dx"aprdxfdp
forφ)eSP.
Let %,/>)eΓw(Λ?) and ^  be a subset of {1, 2, •••, w}. For the sake of
simplicity we shall write A(#, ^>) as h(x
κ
^ x
κ
, p
κ
f, p
κ
). Then, a λ-pseudo-
diίFerential operator /&(•%/, — λ"1 -D/>^-> λ,"1 DXκ.,,pκ), which acts on the functions
on Rnχ
κ
,,p
κ
ι with a double symbol can be defined. We can easily see that its
double symbol hfa, -^,^^K)^^(Λ5,
x
,^-C-(Γ*^^,^,^/f^ ) belongs
to the class Tm>m(R»X]ζ,>Pκ).
The following lemmas 1.2-1.5 can be proevd by the same arguments as
those in chapter 2 of [7].
Lemma 1.2. Let h(x, p) (Ξ Tm(R"
x
) and Kbea subset of {1 , 2, - , n} . Then,
it follows for φ) e if that
%, \-lD
x
) φ)
u}(x) .
Lemma 1.3. Let h(x, p, x', p')^ ^'"'(R") and N be a non-negative integer.
Then, ιoe have for u(x)(=y
= Σ -
\«\<jr Cί\
where h$'$)(x,\~lDXJ x, λ"1^) denotes the \-pseudo-differential operator with
symbol h$$(x, p, x, p) e Tm+m'(Rn
x
) and rNtλ(x,p) belongs to Tm+m'(Rnx). Setting
\ + \m'\)l2+l], we get the estimates for 1=0, 1, 2, •••
m,m')
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with constants CNtl independent of h(x,p, x',p'} and λ^>l. For a real m [m] de-
notes the largest integer not greater than m.
Lemma 1.4. Let h(x, p) e Tm(Rn
x
) and set s= [(n+ \ m \ )/2+ 1]. Then, if we
denote the U-norm ofu(x)^ίf by ||M( )||, it follows for u(x)&ίf that
where C is a constant independent of h(x, p)y u(x) and λ>l.
Lemma 1.5. Assume that h(x,p) belongs to Tm(Rΐ) and that S(x)<Ξ$~(R*)
is a real valued function. Let φ(x)^ίf. Then, <ΓλS<*> h(x, λ'1!),) (eiλs™ φ(x)) has
the asymptotic expression
(1.5) ΣUίλΓ' 3) fa D
x
) φ(x)+(iλ.)-» RNφ(x)
for N=l, 2, •••, where the remainder term RNφ(x) satisfies
(1.6)
for N'=0, 1, ••• with constant CNtN' independent of x and λ>l. 3) fa Dx)
j<N — 1) are linear differential operators of order at most j with C°° coefficients and
are defined independently of φ(x) and λ > 1 . In particular, £)Q(X, D
x
) and £Dι(x, D
x
)
have the forms
(1.7)
D,) φ(X) = h(X, (*)) φ(x) ,dx
, Df) φ(X) = ± -(X, -(x))
1 »rn 9 h / dS / \\ 9 S/
~^
 ίTr
 -^ (χ> τ~(*fi -^j(Z Op OX OΛΓ
where Tr A for a square mmatrίx A denotes the trace of A.
2. The family of Lagrangian manifolds. An immersed submanifold
Λ in T*R"=R2
x
"p is called a Lagrangian manifold, if the two form Σ dpj/\dXj
is identically zero on Λ (see Definition 4.1 in [8]). We shall state the funda-
mental lemma in the Maslov theory without proof. See Proposition 4.6 in
[8] for the proof.
Lemma 2.1. Assume that Λ is an n-dimensional Lagrangian manifold.
Then, for any point (#°,/>°)eΛ there exist an open neighborhood O of (x*ypQ) on
Λ and a subset K of {1, 2, •••,#} such that (x
κ
f>Pκ) is a local coordinate system on
O. K' is the complementary set of K.
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Since we assume that the uniform ellipticity (0.3) holds, we can easily see
that for each (#, p) e T*R" there exist the solutions (X(τ, xy p), P(τ, x, p)) of (0.6)
for all rG JR. So, for each re 72 we can define a mapping hr from R2
x
n
tp to R
2
x
n
tp by
(3.1) h\x9 p) = (X(τ, x, p\ P(τ, x, p)) .
It is easy to see that a family of mappings {hτ}
reR forms a one-parameter group
of diίfeomorphism from R2
x
n
>p onto Rl*p. Let ΛS be an w-dimensional immersed
submanifold in T*R". Then, we set for each
(2.2) Λϊ={r' = tf(x, p) (x, p) €= ΛS}
and set
(2.3) Λ «(Γ) = {r = (T, Aτ(*,ί)); 0^τ^ Γ, (^ ,
Then, we know well
Lemma 2.2. Jf/1 Λ? w β C°° n-dimensional Lagrangian manifold, Λ? defined
by (2.2) w αfco ^ C°° n-dimensional Lagrangian manifold for each τ^R.
Let ΛO be a C°° n-dimensional Lagrangian manifold and define the family
of Lagrangian manitolds Λn+1(T) by (2.3) for any Γ>0. Then, we get the
following lemma needed in section 3. We remark that only Lemma 2.2 is
necessary in [8].
Lemma 2.3. Let Λ% be a C°° n-dimensional Lagrangian manifold. Then,
the two form Σ dpj/\dXj—dHAdτ is identically zero on Λn+1(Γ).
Proof. Let ξ°=(xQ,ρQ)&Λ.o and O0 be an open neighborhood of g° on Λg
with local coordinates y=(yl9 •••,%). We write
by using C~ functions x!>(y)=(x01(y), -,x°n(y)) and p\y) =(p\( y), -,p°n(y)) on
U. If we set for each
y are also local coordinates on O
r
 Now, since Λj is a Lagrangian manifold from
Lemma 2.2, we get for any point ξ=(x°(y),p\y))Gθo and any τ€=R
(Σ d j j - ^ , ,,
= (Σ «
= 0 (ft,/ =1,2, •»,»).
So, we have only to prove for the completeness of the proof that
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(Σ dρlAdxi-dHAdτ)lτ,trf)(Qn QH) = 0 (k = 1, 2, -, n)
are valid for any £=(#°(3>), />0(j>))^C\) and any τ^R. For the sake of simplicity,
we write (X(τ, sf(y), p°(y))y P(τ, *°(j), p\y))) as (*(τ, j), P(τ, 3;)). Then, it fol-
lows from (0.6) that
(Σ dpjMxj-
= S PXr,
^ « { Λ 7-7" Λ f^f-T Λ ^C/^t / -irr p\ C7 7τr [ O/X / y p\ U p II ^i., JL I ^Λ. y i I ^Λ., x^ j f j /
= o,
which completes the proof. Q.E.D.
Let S0(x) be a real valued C°° function on Λn and set
(2.4) AS=
Then, we know well that ΛS is an w-dimensional Lagrangian manifold. Let
E' be the diίfeomorphic mapping from Rn
x
 onto ΛS defined by
(2.5) H':.?
Then, if we use the natation (Ξ'-l)*S0(ξ)=S0(E'-l(ξ)) (£eΛS), we get
Lemma 2.4. It follows that
(2.6) Σ ί, ί
( oΛ?, S0(x)) on9jc
Q.E.D.
Let Λό be an w-dimensional Lagrangian manifold defined by (2.4). We de-
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fine ΛJ and Λn+1(T) by (2.2) and (2.3) for this A3, respectively. Then, since we
can determine the diffeomorphic mapping hroB' from R" onto ΛJ, we can intro-
duce a volume form dVn
τ
 on ΛJ by
(2.7) <fP; = ((/^oΞ'Π^iΛ - A<fc. ,
where dxl/\ /\dxn is an n-form on ΛJ and ((hroBr)~l)*dx1/\m /\dxn denotes
the pull back by the mapping (/foB')"1 of the /z-form dxl/\ /\dxn. Let Ω be
a sufficiently small open set on Λn+1(Γ). Then, there exists a subset ^ of
{1, 2, •••, w} from Lemma 2.1 so that (r, I
κ
) = (τ, xK'>Pκ) become local coordinates
on Ω. So, there exists a C°° positive function Jκ(r)=Jκ(r> Ω) on Ω which
satisfies
(2.8) dV"
τ
=J
κ
(rγldx
κ
,/\dp
κ
 or -J
κ
(rYldx
κ
,/\dp
κ
at r'eΛ? such that r=(τ, r')eΩ. Here, JΛ?^/ and J^ denote a |^'| -form έfo^/
Λ — Λdx,£K'={kl9 -,Λ{}(Λί<Λί<-<ΛO) and a 1^1 -form dpkl/\ /\dpkn-]
(K={kl, •••, Λ w _/} ( ι^< <^«-/)), respectively. Since rfFJ does not vanish at
any point of Λ?, J
κ
(r) is well defined. Any point r'eΛ? is written in the form
= (X(r,y, (j)), P(τ, j, - (y)))
for a y^R". So, we can takejy=(jy1, •••,%) as local coordinates on Λ?. Then,
(2.7)' dVt = dylΛ
is valid from (2.7). So, if we take (r, y) as local coordinates on Ω, we have
from (2.8)
(2.9) Λ(r; Ω)
= I det (^(T> y, - - ( J)), P^r, y , - - (y))) |
for r=(τ,^(3;,
3. Proofs of Theorem and Theorem'. As was mentioned in the in-
troduction, we shall prove Theorem by contradiction. That is, we assume
(As.l) the Cauchy problem (0.1) is L2 well posed on [0, Γ0] (Γ0>0) or [T0, 0]
(Γ0<0) for a Γ0ΦO
and
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(As.2) the inequality (0.7) is not valid.
In place of (As.l) we may assume without the loss of generality
(As.l)' the Cauchy problem (0.1) is L2 well posed on [0, Γ0] (Γ0>0).
Let L
λ
 be the differential operator defined in (0.1)'. Then, we obtain
Lemma 3.1. Assume (As.l)'. Then, there exists a constant C(Γ0)>1 such
that ifv
λ
(τ, *)e£?([0, Γ]; L2) and L
λ
v
λ
(τ, *)e£!([0, T}\ U)y the inequality
max \\v
λ
(τ, ) l l
O^T^Γ
<:C(Γ0)(||t,λ(0, )ll+λ2 max ||Lλt,λ(τ, )ll)
O^T^Γ
is valid for each λ> 1 and each Te(0, λΓ0].
Theorem 3.2. Assume (As.l)' and (As.2). Then, there exist p°&R", t0>0
and v(x)^C%(Rn) such that we can construct an asymptotic solution v
λ
(τ,x)^£r
([0, ί0]; L2) of (0.9) with an initial data e*'pQ v(x) at t=0 satisfying
(3.1) max ||L
λ
ϋ
λ
(τ, )IHO(χ-3) ,
0£T£/0
and
(3.2) iκ(ί0, OII^I-Cί^iKOII+oίλ-1)o
for large X. Here, C(T0) is the constant in Lemma 3.1.
Theorem is deduced from Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. Indeed, sub-
stitute (3.1) into Lemma 3.1. Then, we have
where λ is large so that λT"0>/0. On the other hand, (3.2) is valid. So, we
have
for large λ so that λTΌ^o This inequality shows a contradiction for large λ.
Thus, Theorem is proved.
Now, we return to the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. The proof
of Theorem 3.2 is the essential part in the present paper.
I. The proof of Lemma 3.1. We shall consider the Cauchy problem
(0.1) on the interval [0, T] for a Γe(0, ΓJ Recall the definition of the L2 well
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posedness of the Cauchy problem (0.1) on [0, T0]. Then, if we assume (As.l)',
for any uQ(x)&L2 and any/(£, #)eέ??([0, T1]; U) we have one and only one solu-
tion u(t, x) of (0.1) in £?([0, T\ L2). We first get
Lemma 3.1'. Assume (As.l)'. Then, there exists a constant C(T0)>1 such
that if u(t, *)e£?([0, T]; L2) is the solution of (0.1)/or/(f, *)e£?([0, Γ]; L2)
max |K*, )II<C(Γ0)(|W.)||+ max||/(ί, ) l l )
is valid for each Γe(0, Γ0].
Proof. We first note that £?([0, Γ]; L2) is a Banach space with a norm
max \\g(t, )|| and so, L2χ£?([0, T]; L2) is also a Banach space. Now, since
O^ί^Γ
the Cauchy problem (0.1) is L2 well posed on [0, T0], the mapping: L2X<£?
([0, ZΌ]; U)Ξ)(uQ(x)y f(t, x))-+u(t, Λ?)eέ??([0, ΓJ; L2) is closed, where u(t, x) is the
solution of Lu(t, x)=f(t, x) with w(0, ΛJ)=Z/O(^). Hence, if we apply the Banach
closed graph theorem, the above mapping is continuous. So, there exists a con-
stant C(2n0)>l such that
(3.3)
is valid.
Take a Γe(0, Γ0] and let β(ί, jc)e<S??([0, Γ]; L2) be the solution of Lu(t, x)
=/(ί, Λr)e6??([0, Γ] : L2) with β(0, ^)—w0WeL2- We extend f(ty x) to/(ί, *)e
<5?([0,Γ0];L2)by
and let «(ί, *)e£?([0, Γ0]; L2) be the solution of (0.1) for thίs/(ί, x) and tψ:).
Then, the uniqueness of the solution on the interval [0, T] shows
So, if we note the choice of the extension from /(£, x) to/(£, x), we get from (3.3)
max ||β(f, OH
ί, Oi l ) ,
which completes the proof. Q.E.D.
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Let 0
λ
(
τ> *)e£?([0, Γ]; L2) be the solutiono of (0.9) for/λ(τ, *)e£J([0, T];
L2) with v
λ
(0, Λ)=v(0)(Λ?)eLa (0< Γ<λΓ0). Then, setting u(t, x)=vλ(\t, #), we
can see from (0.1)' that u(t, #)e£?([0, Γ/λ]; L2) is the solution of
Lu(t, x) =
with w(0, x)=v(0\x). Hence, noting Γ/λ<Γ0, we get Lemma 3.1 from Lemma
3.1'.
II. The proof of Theorem 3.2. Assume (As.2). Then, there exist a tQG.
R and a (x°,p°)tER2n such that
I
y=ι Jo
is valid for the constant C(TQ) in Lemma 3.1. Here, we can assume that tQ is
positive and (0.10) is valid. In fact, a family of mappings {hτ}
τeR defined by
(2.1) forms a one-parameter group and
(-t, x,ρ), -P(-t, x,p)) = (X(t, x, -p\ P(t, xy -p))
is valid from (0.5) and (0.6). So, we get
Σ Γ V(X(Θ, x, -p)) Ptf, x, -p) dθ
3 Jθ
= Σ Γ V(X(Θ, x, p}} Pi(θ, x, p) dθ ,
i Jθ
and setting (x',p')=(X(t, x,p)> P(t, x,p))> we also have
-Σ Γ V(X(Θ, x', -p')) Pj(θ, x', -p') dθj Jo
= Σ Γ V(X(-Θ, x'.pyPA-θ, χ',p') dθ
j JO
= Σ Γ V(X(-θ+t, χ,p)) Pi(-θ+t, x,p) dθj Jo
= Σ (' V(X(θt x, p)) Pj(θ, x, p) dθ .j Jθ
Hence, we can take a ί0>0 and a (x°,p°)^R2n so that (0.10) holds. We fix these
t0y x° and p° hereafter.
Let v(x) be a C°° function with a compact support and set
(3.4) S<>(x) = x'po.
Then, we shall consider the following equation
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ίL
λ
β
x
(τ,*) = 0 on [0,ί0]xΛ;,
} ί(\ \ i\S (x) ί \
We write L
λ
 in the form
(3.6) L
λ
v
λ
(τ,x)
= [\-lDT+H(x, X"^)+ Σ (ίλ)"y HJ(X, λ"1!),)] vλ(τ, Λ?) ,
where H(x, p) is the function defined by (0.5) and
(3.7)
Let C/o be an open neighborhood of x° and set
AS = {(*, - s - (*)) = (*, £°);
which are w-dimensional Lagrangian manifolds. We define Λ? and ΛΛ+1(Γ) for
this Λo by (2.2) and (2.3) respectively, that is,
(3.9)
= {(r, A>,/)); 0<τ<Γ, (^ ,
where hτ(xyp°)=(X(τ, x,p°)> P(τ, Λ?,p°)) are the solutions of (0.6). In the same
way we define
(39Y( )
Γ, (^ ,
Notice Lemma 2.1 and take a sufficiently small t/0 so that we can choose a family
of connected open sets {Ω; }yβ 0 on ΛΛ+1(£0) satisfying three properties below,
where s is a non-negative integer. We fix such an open neighborhood C/0 of #°.
First, for each j there exists a subset Kj of {1, 2, ••-,//} such that (T, /jτy) =
(r, ^jj /, /)jj
 y) become local coordinates on Ω; . Secondly, we have
Λ"
+1(ί0)c U/=o(3.10)
and thirdly,
(3.11)
Π Ω* = φ (2< \j-k \ , j,k = 0, 1, 2, «•*)
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hold. We also fix the above {Ω; }yβ0 and local coordinates (r, IKj) (/=0, 1, •••,
s). The local coordinate system (r, IKj)=(r, xκ>ypκ.) defines the diffeomorphism
from ίlj into R**% ,
 tP& . We denote its inverse diffeomorphism by r=rκ.(τ> /*•/)—
Now, hereafter to avoid confusion, we denote the identity mapping from
Λ
n+1(/o) into R^X T*R? as An+1(tQ)Ξ>r-»(r(r), 5t(r\p(r}}<=R\χT*Rnx. Let Ξ' be
the diffeomorphism from R" onto Λ? defined by (2.5) with SQ(x)— x p° and dVnr
the volume form on Λ? defined by (2.7). Then, we define a C°° positive func-
tion JKj(r) ^JKj(r Ωy) on Ωy by (2.8). Let H be the diffeomorphism from R"
onto (0, AS) (cΛ"+1(ί0)) defined by
(3.12) B: R"
x
Ξ)x-* (0, #,/>°)<Ξ(0, AJ) .
We shall define a real valued C°° function 5(r) on Λn+1(ί0) by
(3.13) S(r) =
where H(x,p) is defined by (0.5) and r°—(0, Λ;°,/)e(0, Λ5). Here, the integral
in (3.13) is taken along a path form r° to r on An+1(t0). Then, we see from
Lemma 2.3 that S(r) is independent of the choice of paths. So, we get
(3.14) dS = p d%-Hdϊ on A»+1(t0) .
Also, it follows from Lemma 2.4 that
(3.15) S(r) = (S-γSQ(r) for re(0, AS) ,
that is,
(3.15)' S(09x9p*) = SιJ(x) = x ρ* for x<=ΞR° .
Next, let define a real valued C°° function SKj(r) = SKj(r; Ωy) on Ωy for each j by
(3.16) 5,/r; Ω,) = S(r)-X
κ
^) ^r) .
Then, it follows from (3.14) that
(3.17) dSKl = ίκ>j'dXκ,j-5tKj'dίκ-Hd!f on Ωy .
Now, we shall define a pre-canonical operator <K(Ωj, IK}) acting from CJ?(Ω, )
to C"(R"*lcl) for eachy, which corresponds to (6.3) in [8], by
(3.18) JC(Slj,I
κ
.)φ(r,x)
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for?>(r)eCo*(Ωy).
Lemma 3.3. We have
for any φ
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1.1 and (2.8) that
= \gn ( I VW I '/ΛA)) I r-rjc/T...}.*^  <fejΓj Φ/ry
= JA»l9>(τ,r')|W; Q.E.D.
Taking account of (3.10), there exist βy(r)eC?(ίly) (;=0, 1, — , ί) satisfying
(3.19) ΣeXr) = l on Λ«+1(fo) .
We fix these functions βj(r) (j=0, 1, •••, s). Set
(3.20) ϋ (*,/>) = -1 T
We have from (3.7)
(3.20)' ί'(*,ί
Then, we shall define W™ acting from C~(Λ"+1(g) to C~(Λ"+1(ί0)) by
(3.21) WV φ(r) = {--F(V(X, p«))} φ(r, V(X> />"))dr
at r=(τ, hr(x,p°)). Then, we obtain the following correspondingly to Theorem
9.3 in [8].
Proposition 3.4. By choosing a real constant σ(Ωy) (!</<$) in a suitable
way, we can define an operator K acting from C°°(ΛΛ+1(£0)) to C°°(R"*») by
(3.22) Kφ(τ, x) = ± eiσ^ JΓ(Ωy, IKj) (e, φ) (r, x)
)— 0) so that Kφ(r, x) for φ(r) e C7(ΛΛ+1(*0)) satisfies (i), (it) and (Hi) below.
(i) Kφ(0,x) = J**
(ϋ) \\κ
φ
(t» )llf=t
J
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(iii) L
λ
 Kφ(τ, x) has the asymptotic expression
(3.23) L
λ
 Kφ(r, X) = Σj (ίλ)-' K(W^ φ) (r, x)+RNφ(r, *)
for JV=1, 2, •••, where we have for the remainder terms RNφ(τ, x)
(3.24)
(2<1<N— 1) tfr* /m^r differential operators in Λw+1(*0) o/ σπfer #ί mart 2/
independent of λ.
REMARK 3.1. We do not study the index of a curve on ΛΛ+1(ί0) (c.f. [8]).
So, we shall determine cr(ίl^) (!</<$) directly in the proof of Proposition 3.4.
If we admit Proposition 3.4, we can give the proof of Theorem 3.2 as fol-
lows. Let v(x)^C<S>(UQ). We shall construct an asymptotic solution vλ(τ, x)
of (3.5) satisfying
= 0(λ"3),
(3.25) ( max ||Lχtfλ(τ, )llo<;τ<;/0
ϋ
λ
(0, x) = eiλχ p" v(x
in the form
(3.26) t>
λ
(τ, *) = K[ ± (ίλ)-> φ] (r, *).
If <pj(r) (/=0, 1) belong to CJΓ(ΛM+1(£0)) and satisfy the following equations
f r d
dτ
φ0(r, Aτ(j,/)) = 0 ,
and
•Λ_F(Jf(^} φι(r,h\y,p°))+WVφ0(τ,hτ(y,p»)) = 0,
ar
we see that ϋ
λ
(τ, x) satisfies (3.25) from (i) and (iii) of Proposition 3.4. Ob-
viously, φQ(r) and φι(r) are written as
9Ό(r, h\y, /)) = {exp Γ F(h°(y, />")) dθ} v(y),Jo
(3.27) \<Pι(τ,hτ(y,ρ°))
= - Γ {exp Γ F(h'(y,pΰ)) dθ} W™ φ0(r', tf(y,f)) dr' .
JO JT'
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So, φQ(r) belongs to CEf(X*+1(£0)). Also, since W(2) is a linear differential opera-
tor in Λn+1(*0), we can see that φ^r) belongs to C5°(Λn+1(ί0)) Thus, <pj(r)^C%
(ΛΛ+1(*0)) 0=0, 1) are determined.
If we take v(x) such that supp v( ) is sufficiently small around #=#°, we
get from (ii) of Proposition 3.4 and (2.7)'
(3.28) K(ί0, )ll
= (L I {exp Re \'° F(h°(y,p°))dθ} v(y)\
J *Q Jθ
:> {exp R , .4 Jo JR"
Hence, we obtain by (0.10) and (3.20)'
) Q.E.D.
Proof of Theorem*. Using the Legendre transformation, for the Hamil-
tonian function H(x, p) defined by (0.5) we define the Lagrangian function L(x, η)
on the tangent bundle TR"=R2
x
n
tη by
(3.29) L(*,l)=P*v-H(x9p),
where p is expressed in terms of -η by the formula
(3.30) , = ~(*,ί) =P(gii(x); jil, 2, -.., «) .
Then, it is easy to see that Z/(#, 97) is written in the form
(3.29)'
The following two facts are well known in the theory of analytical dynamics
(for example, see section 15 in [1]). If (X(t, x,p)> P(ί, #,/>)) are the solutions
of (0.6), we have
(3.31) -(t, x, p) = x(t, x, P), P(t, x,
at op
and
(3.32)
at / 9 \ at
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The equation (3.32) is called Lagrange's equations of motion. Conversely, let
X(t, x, p) be the solutions of (3.32) with initial data X(Q, xy p)=x and — (0, x, p)
Λ
rr dt
= ^ί(x, />)andset
dp
(3.33)
Then, (X(ty x,p), P(t, x, p)) are the solutions of (0.6).
Now, we can see that the equations (3.32) are also the equations of geodesies
on M
(3.32)'
\ dt / /.*=! \ αί / V at
where Γ}* are the ChristoflFel symbols (1/2) Σ gij(dXlgki+dXkgn—dXigik) (for ex-
ample, see p 167 in [14]). Hence, it follows from (0.8)' and (3.31) that
Σ Γ Re V(X(Θ, x, p)) Py(0, x, p) dθj=ι Jo
= Σ ('Re ^(X(ί, *, /.)) ^ JΓ(d, *, /»)) dXk(θ, x, p)j , k = ι Jo
where γ denotes a geodesic {X(θ, x,p)\ 0<θ<t} . Consequently, we can easily
complete the proof from Theorem. Q.E.D.
4. Proof of Proposition 3.4. We shall first prove (i) and (ii) of Proposi-
tion 3.4.
Since ΩQ includes (0, Ag)= {(0, x,pQ); x& U0} from (3.11), K0 is the empty
set. Let φ(r)=φ(τ, r') belong to C7(ΛΛ+1(*0)). Then, it follows from (3.11) and
(3.19) that
£o(0> r') =1 on supp φ(Q, •) .
So, we get together with (3.15)r
Kφ(G, X)
Since K0 is the empty set, /jr0(0, x,pQ) = l for x& U0 is valid from (2.9) as S0(x)=
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x p°. Hence, we obtain (i).
In the same way to the proof of (i) we have
Q, x)
This shows (ii) by Lemma 3.3 independently of the chocie of real constants
We shall prove (iii) of Proposition 3.4. Let JC(Ω,jy IKJ) be the pre-canonical
operator defined by (3.18). We shall first consider L
λ
{JC(Ωj, IKj) φ(τ, x)} for
9>(r)eCjΓ(Ωy). Here, we omit the suffix y. Then, we get from (3.17)
(4.1) - Qtyt
, Xκ',pκ)) = $κ'
',pκ)) = —X
κ
(r
κ
(τ,
-^ S
κ
(r
κ
(τ, XK',PK))+H(XK', — g— S
κ
(r
κ
), —— S
κ
(r
κ
),p
κ
) = 0 .
We also have from (2.9) as Sj(x)=x p0
(4.2) Λ(τ, W(y, p«)) = I det -|- (^ <τ, y, /), P^T, y, /)) |
σy
at (r, /Γ(3>, />))^Ω. Hence, if we apply Lemmas 1.1-1.5 to L
λ
{JC(Ω, I
κ
) φ(τ, x),
we obtain in the similar way to the proof of Theorem 8.4 in [8].
Proposition 4.1. Let φ(r) e CoΓ(Ωy). Then, L
λ
 {JC(ΩJ9 IKj) φ(τ, x)} has the
following asymptotic expression
(4.3) JC(Ωy, IKj) [(iλ)-1 W<» φ(r)+ Σί'^λ)"7 ^)(/)(Ωy, IKj) φ(r)] (r, x)
I = 2
T, X)
for N=l, 2, —, wfer^ IF<1} z> ^  operator defined by (3.21) rtnrf 5)(/)(Ωy, / .^) (2<
1<N— 1) ^r^ /m^r differential operators independent of λ tf/zJ N inr'^Λ." of order
at most I. We also have for the remainder terms
(4.4) max H-R^^Ωy, IKj) φ(τ, )|| = O(\~N).
Next, let Ω, and Ωy be connected open sets in {Ωy}y»o such that Ω ΠΩy is
not empty. Then, we shall study the transformation formula from JC(Ω,, IKi) to
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We set up the decomposition into disjoint sets as in the proof of Lemma
6.3 in [8]
{1,2, -,«} =a\Jb(Jc\Jd
with the property
(4.5) K( = a\Jb, K'i = c\Jd, Ks = a\Jc, K'j = b\Jd .
Then, we have for φ(r) e C|Γ(Ω, Π Ω, )
(4.6) 3*. κr»κ, WΩ ' 4n) *> K *
S, (r)
»XΦ(*., A; T, %;,
where
(4.7) Φ = Φ(x
cy pb) = Φ(Λ?C, Λ T, **/,
It follows from (4.1) and (4.5) that
3Φ
(4.8)
Take an open connected set Ω, y so that
(4.9) supp <p( )C. &„ C ΠfV C Ω, Π Ω, .
Then, we may consider Φ(x
e9pb r, xκ^pKj) in (4.6) as a function on the set
(4.10) {(*« A; T, Λ?jr,ίjry); ^ (T, ^ ;.,
We shall study the proof of Lemma 6.3 in [8] in more detail mainly in
order to obtain the estimate (4.15) below. We see from (4.8) that a stationary
point (x
c
,pb) of Φ(xe,pb°> τ> χκ'.jpκj) OI* the set (4.10) is determined by
(4.11) xb = %b(rκ.(τy xκ}, pKi))9 pe = pc(rκ.(τ, xκ>., pκ.)) .
On the other hand, the equalities
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(4.12) xd = Xd(rκ.(τy xg,, pKi)\ Pa = Pa(rKi(τ, xK't Pκ{))
always hold from (4.5). So, (4.11) is equivalent to
(4.11)' Λfrj = Xgfrgάτ, x
κ
,.,pKi)\pKj = pKj(rκ.(τ, **/, AT,)) .
Since (r, x
κ
^pKi) and (r, xκ^Pκ^) **£ local coordinates on Ω, ΓlΩ, respectively,
(4.11)' is also equivalent to
(4.1 1)" xKil = ΛjΓ/ίfVr/T, a?*/, Aτy)), AT, = &τ, far/(τ, Xfy PK,))
Hence, we can see from (4.11)' that if and only if Φ(x
e
,pb; r, xK' >Pκj) on (4.10)
has a stationary point, (r, Λ^/ , ^ y) belongs to the set
(4.13) {(r, XfypKi) = Mr), Xκjr),$Kί(r)
Also, we see from (4.5) and (4.11)" that the stationary point of Φ(#«Λ;?(r),
%κ' (r}>Pκj(r}} (r^Ωij) is determined by
(4.14) (*.,A) = (*Xr),A(r)).
Moreover, we obtain the fact below from (4.11)' together with (4.8). There
exists a constant C0>0 such that if (r, xK',Pκj) does not belong to the set (4.13),
for any point in the set (4.10) satisfying
)
we have
(4.15) I - - ^ . A T.^J.^I + I-
Let (T, Xfy p
κj) be not contained in the set (4.13). Set Γ=4-
let T be the transposed operatorof Γ.
9pt J \ 9xc Qxe Qpb dpj
Then, since the supports of φ(rK{(τ, xκ>., pκl))=<p(rκl(τ> xo xd>Pa>Pι>)) with respect
to variables (xj,ρ
a
) are compact, we get from (4.6) and (4.15) for N'=l, 2, •••
(4.16) \3
x
,XκrP
f ' {φ(r)
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where CN* and C'Ns are constants independent of (T, xκ^pκ^{(r(r\ X^(r)9 pKj
(r));reΠ,y> andλ>l.
Next, let reΩ
ίV. Then, we can easily obtain the following two results in
the similar way to the proof of Lemma 6.3 in [8]. First, we have from (4.7)
and the definitions (3.16) of SKl(r; Ω/) (l=i,j)
), pKj(r))
we have from (4.8) and the definitions (2.8) oίJKl(r; Ω,,) (l=ί,j)
(4.19) I det A,tf) I =JK,(r; a,)lJKl(τ', Ω,) .
Now, we see from (4.19) that we can apply the stationary phase method to (4.6)
with (T, x
κ
>., pκj)=Cf(r), XK'//), Pκj(r)) See Theorem 1.4 in [8], Theorem 2.4 in
[2] or Theorem 7.7.6 in [3] for the stationary phase method. Then, it follows
from (4.14), (4.17) and (4.19) for N=l, 2, - that
(4.20) £F
λ>Ijr {JC(Ω,, /,,) φ} (V(r), X^r), PKj(r)}
{exp -J ί sgn Ajt(r)} \ det A^βπ \ ~1/2 λ-<|6|+|c|)/2
{(1+ ΣV" -
= {exp — i sgn Λj^r)} (exp i^SKj(r)}JKj(r) ^2{\
\(ί\Y> W\IKj,IKl)} φ(r )+R'2.N(IKl,IKj)φ(r)
JF-l
^ί A*/ = !
and
(4.21) maxl^X/^., /„) φ(r) \ =
where sgn ^4/t (r) denotes the signature of AjΊ(r)y J?m(m=\y 2, •••, N—ί) are linear
differential operators independent of X in Λ^EΞJ?1'1 and/^Er./?1*1 of order at most
2m and V(l\IKp IKi) (/— 1, 2, •••, N— 1) are linear differential operators inde-
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pendent of λ and ΛΓ in r'eΛ* of order at most 21.
If we note that 9>(r)eCΓ(Ω, ΓlΩy), we can combine (4.16) and (4.20) with
(4.21). We obtain
(4.22) 3^,+p*, {<X(ah IKi) φ} (r, *,,,
= {exp JLί sgn AjΊ(r)} (exp i\SKj(r}}JKj(rY^{l
and
(4.23) max \\R^(IKj, IKί) φ(τ, , )ll =
O^T^/O
Here, sgn AjΊ(r) is constant on Π, ; , because det ^-(rJΦO on Πt y and Π -^ is con-
nected. So, we set
(4.24) σ(Ω
ί)Ω,) = -Jsgn,4,,(r) (reiϊ,,) .
Operate 3\*pf .+XK on both sides of (4.22) and apply Lemma 1.1 to the remainder
term. Then, we have
Proposition 4.2. JC(Ω, , IKi) φ (r, x) for φ(r) e Csr(Ω, Π Ωy) ^^ the another
expression for ΛΓ=1, 2, •••
(4.25) *"<
where the remainder term R2fN(IKj, IKi) φ(τy x) satisfies
(4.26) max \\R2,N(IKp /„) 9>(τ, ) l l = O(\~») .
If we use Propositions 4.1 and 4.2, we can complete the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.4 as follows.
First, we see from (4.25) that
h IKi) φ(τ, x) = eiσv< °
and
<X(Ωj, IKJ} Φ(r, x) = *"^  °'> JC(Cl» IKi) φ+R^lK,, IK,)
for any φ(r)^C^(Ω,i ΠΩy). So, we get from (4.26) and Lemma 1.1
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iφ(r)
for any φ(r) e CSΓ(Ω, Γl Ω; ). Hence,
(4.27) <r(Λy, Ω, ) = —σ(Ω, , Ωy)
is valid.
We shall determine real constants σ(Ωy) (ί<j <s) by
y
/ Λ ^Q\ fr( O \ ^S^ /τ^O O ^
;
 ft=ι
We choosed {Ω; }y»0 in section 3 so that if and only if ΩyΠΩw is not empty, m
is equal to j— I, j or j +1. So, if Ω; Π Ωm is not empty, we have from (4.27)
Using these <r(Ω, ), let define jfiΓby (3.22).
We shall use Proposition 4.1. For the sake of simplicity we set
(4.30) ^(Ωy> IKj) = (i\Γ WV+
which acts from CiΓ(Ωy) to C?(Ωy). Then, we have for φ(r) e CSr(ΛΛ+1(ί0))
= Σ tf'W L, {JC(Ωy> /,y) β/ 9>> (T, *)
(4.31)
* . *
y=o » ι J> j J
 j=Q . J> j J
Next, we also set for V(l)(IKj, Iκ.) in Proposition 4.2
(4.32) VN(IK., Iκι) = 1+ ΣjW' V^Kn ^).
which acts from C7(Ω, fΊΩy) to CΓ(Ω, nΩy). Then, since we have from (3.19)
= [/+ Σ Σl
m=o /=ι
there exists for each j
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(4.33) Ϋg(QJt IKi)=I+ Σ\ίλ
1=1
such that we have for any φ(r) e CJΓ(Ω, (Ί &n
(4.34) φ VN(IKj, IKJ en} VN(Ω.j, IKj) φ(r)
° 2CJΓ-1) «
= [/+ Σ (fa)~
~~ ~ /
where F(/)(Ω, , /
Γy) and V(l }(Ώy, /^ .) are linear differential operators in r'eΛJ! of
order at most 21 and 2Γ respectively.
Now, let 9?(r)e C7(λw+1(£0)). Then, if we note the function spaces on which
operators JC(Ωy, IKj), VN(IKj, IKm) and the like act, we can apply proposition 4.2
and (4.34) to (4.31) as follows. We obtain
(4.35) L
λ
(Kφ)(τ,x)
= JW JC(Ωy, IKj) { VN(lKj, IKJ em} ΫN(Ωj,j = 0 "* = 0
s 2CJΓ-1)
^(Ωy, /„) βj φ-
3)N(Ωj, IKj) e, φ(τ, x)+R'N φ(r, x) .
There, it follows from Lemma 3.3, Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 that
(4.36) max \\R'N φ(r, )|| = O(\~N) .0£T&0
If we use (3.19), (4.29), (4.30) and (4.33), we get from (4.35)
L,(Kφ) (r, x)
= Σ e
ia
^ JC(ΩM) IKJ en Σ ΐ^(Ω, , IKj) (^Ω,, IKj) βj φ(r, x)
m = 0 j = o
+R'Nφ(τ9x)
φ) (r, x)+RN φ(τ, x) ,
which shows (3.23) and (3.24). Thus, we can complete the proof of Proposi-
tion 3.4.
As was mentioned in Remark 0.3, Theorem in the present paper is gen-
eralized as follows. We consider the Cauchy problem
(4.37)
L(1)w(ί, x)=^
Γ
Qt u(t, x)—— Σ dx.(gik(t, x) QXku)
+ Σ ^(ί, x) d
xj u+c(t, x)u= f(t, x),
w(0, Λ;) = uQ(x),
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where g'k(ty #), b}'(t, x) and c(ΐ, x) are complex vaued C°° functions on Rnf*xl. We
assume that
(4.38) all g'k(t, x) (/, k = 1, 2, •••, n) are real valued and satisfy gjk(t, x) = g**
(*,*)•
Here, we do not suppose even the ellipticity.
As in the proof of Theorem, let make a change of a variable from t to T—\t
with a large parameter λ>l. Then, if we use the Taylor expansion, (4.37) is
written in the form for #
λ
(τ, x)=u(τ/\, x)
(4.37)'
where
•(x, λ"1Z)jr)+ Σ (*λ)-'tf (/}(τ> x, λ-
+(ίλ)-OT(τ, *, λ-Ή,; λ)] ί
λ
(τ, *) =/(τ/λ, *) ,
(4.39) , x,p)=- Σ
H$\τ, x,p) belongs to T2(R$) and we have
(4.40) sup \\HV\r, x,\-lD
x
;\)φ(.)\\<°°
for any φ(x)^S and any T>0.
Let (X(τ, x,p), P(τ, Λ?,^)) be the solutions of (0.6) as H(x,p)=H(o\xyp) and
set Θ(x,p)>0by
Then, we obtain
Theorem 4.3. It is necessary for the Cauchy problem (4.37) to be L2 well
posed on [0, T0] or [Γ0, 0] /or a Γ0ΦO £#α£ ίA^ inequality
sup I Σ (P Re V (0, J!Γ(0, Λ?,^)) P
s
(θ, x,ρ)dθ\<°o
j = l Jo
holds.
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Proof. We can prove Theorem 4.3 in the same way to the proof of The-
orem. There, we note that F(x,p) defined by (3.20) is replaced by
, x)pjPk .
Take a (xQ,pQ)ϊΞR2n and a t0(0<t0<θ(xQ,pΌ)). Then, if v(x) is a C°° func-
tion with sufficiently small compact support around x= #°, we can construct the
asymptotic solution v
λ
(τ, x) satisfying
max
(Q, x) = eiλx'p° v(x)
in the corresponding form to (3.26). We can easily see for this #A(τ, x) from
(4.40) that
is valid. Using such Ϊ>
Λ
(T, #), since £**(£, x) are real valued functions, we can
complete the proof of Theorem 4.3 in the same way to the proof of Theorem.
Q.E.D.
Appendix. Here, we shall show that if at least one of gjk(x) (j , k=l9 2, •••,
n) is not constant, in almost cases the Hamilton-Jacobi equation QtΦ-\-H{ x, - )\ dx I
—0 has no smooth solution on the global interval [0, ί0]. Let (X(t, x,p), P(ί, x,
p)) be the solutions of (0.6). Then, to show it, we have only to prove that the
family of rays {X(t, x, p)}
 X(ΞR» for any fixed p very often has a focal point on
[0, f0], if we use the terminology in optics. Here, a point (£, X(t, x,p))^Rn+l is
r\ \r
called a focal point, if det - (£, x,p)=Q. Though we consider only the simple
dx
examles, the result for them indicates the above.
We consider the Hamiltonian function
where we assume that
all g5\x) are real valued and satisfy gίk(x)=gkj\x). We suppose the as-
sumption (#):
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(i) We have for any (#,
(A.2) l
with a positive constant δ independent of (x,p)^R2n.
(ii) There exists a family of real valued C* functions {yj(x)}*-\ such that
(A.3) (*)(/'^);l,2, ^ ) ) = / or -/
holds at each point x&R", where y(x)=(yι(x), •••, y
n
(χ})> — ~(χ] denotes the
dv ®xtransposed matrix of — —(x) and / the identity matrix.
REMARK A.I. Let n= 1, and letgu(x) be a rel real valued C1 function and
be bounded function which does not vanish on R1. Set y(x)= ( — — - ji^^
Then, the assumption (#) is automatically satisfied. Jo \8 \ )\
Let (X(t, x,p)y P(t, x,p)) be the solutions of the canonical equations (0.6)
for H(x,p) defined by (A.I). Then, we get
Theorem A.l. Assume (*). Then, the following (i) and (ίϊ) are equivalent.
r\ \r
(i) There exists a £ΦO such that det - (t, x°,p) does not vanish for any p^
R*. dx
(ϋ) (#0)
=
0 holds for all ij and k.
dxk
We first introduce the result on the global homeomorphism from [13]
without proof.
Theorem A.2 (Theorem 1.22 in [13]). Let f be a C1 mapping: R"^x-+
f(x)=(f1(x)y •• ,fn(x))^R". If there exists the inverse matrix —L-(xγl of —ϊ-(x)
for each x&R" and we have x x
then, f is a homeomorphism of Rn onto R". Here, \\Q\\ for a matrix Q denotes the
operator norm of Q as the mapping from Rn to Rn.
Proof of Theorem A.I. Since we may replace t by — ί, in place of (A. 3)
we can assume
); 1, 2, ..., „)
OX J
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It is easily seen from the assumptions (A.2) and (A.3)' that we can apply The-
orem A.2 to the mapping: Rn^x-+y(x)GR*. That is, the above mapping is a
diffeomorpism of R" onto Rn. There, we denote the inverse mapping by the
mapping: Rt^y-*x(y)=(xl(y)9 •••, xn(y))&R*. Then, since we have
9 __ yι fa±(
v
\ Q
~
O X
one can define the canonical transformation Φ from R2X"P onto R
2
y"q by
(A.4) Φ: Λ&3(*,ί) - W*),P(y
Then, the inverse canonical transformation Φ"1 is given by
See section 4 in [8] or chapter 9 in [1] for the theory of the canonical transfor-
mations. Using this canonical transformation Φ, H(x,p) defined by (A.I) is
given from the assumption (A.3)' by the formula
(A.5) H(X,p) = 1 ±gik(X}pspk = Y l? l 2
It is well known in the theory of the analytical dynamics that canonical
transformations map the solutions of the canonical equations into the other
ones. Consequently, noting (A.5), we get
(A.6) (X(t, Λ jf), P(t, *°, /)) = (*(/+*?"), <f - (Xdx
where (/, ?°) =Φ(*0, ρ°). So, we have
X(t,
 X°,P°) =
ς\ \r
Then, it is easy to see that det — (f, Λ;°,^°)ΦO is equivalent to
ox
OΦdet
=det[I+tM(x°,p°)].
The (i, j) component of M(sf, p") is given by
(A 7)
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So, M(x°,p°) is a real symmetric matrix and satisfies M(of, μp°)=μM(xQ,pQ) for
. Consequently, (i) in Theorem A.I is equivalent to M(x°ypQ)=0 for any
n
, which is also equivalent to
(A.8)
 (^ ) = Q (i^a^i, 2, ...,„
from (A.7).
We have only to prove that (A. 8) is equivalent to (ii) in Theorem A.I.
Assume (A.8). Then, since we have from (A.3)'
(*"(*); i. 2, •••> ») = (*)) M*))
it follows that (ii) in Theorem A.I is valid. Conversely, assume (ii) in Theo-
rem A.l. Then, we have from (A.3)'
(A 9) {(y)
We may assume y(xQ)=Q. Set
w /
 Qy
Then, since we have
we get from (A.9)
Qyk ^y y
^(^k\ _ll, 2, ..-, n)+(αί»; |.*1, 2, -, n) (Λ=l, 2, -, n),
O2
where a}k=-—T
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for all i, j and k are valid. Consequently, for any fixed /, j and k we have
ik = 0, αί,+α}, = 0, αίy+αί, - 0 .
There, if we add the first equality to the third one, we obtain αj *=0 by the
second one and Λ/*=αfίy. Hence, we can see together with (A. 10) that (A.8)
is valid.
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